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Dear Committee Secretary,

€ex Work Law Reform Victoria lnc. (SWLRV) is an independent non-partisan not for
profit organisation led by sex workers, lobbying for the legal rights of sex workers
in Victoria.
SWLRV advocates for
a

a

the full decriminalisation of consensual adult sex work in the Australian state
of Victoria
anti-discrimination protections for sex workers in Victoria

We appreciate this opportunity to contribute to the lnquiry into the Sex lndustry Bill
2019 and attach our submission accordingly.
Sincerely,

On behalf of Sex Work Law Reform Victoria

t

Sex Work Law Reform Victoria - fighting for the legal rights of Victorian sex workers
Sex Work Law Reform Victoria lnc, ('SWLRV') was founded in 2018 and advocates for the full
decriminalisation of consensual adult sex work in Victoria,

We are a registered not-for-profit organisation spearheaded by sex worker rights advocates and
those with lived experience of sex work.
Our view on sex work legislation is also inforrned by the policies of Scarlet Alliance, Australia's
peak representative body for sex workers.

a! SWLRV's positi*ln on the Sex Industry Bill2019 (NTl
SWLRV supports the passing of the Sex lndustry Bill 2419 (NT) (the 'Bill'). Sex workers in the
Northern Teritory and across Australia have campaigned for the full decriminalisation of sex work
in the NT for many years. This bill introduces long overdue and important reforms that will better
enable sex workers in the NT to access workplace health and safety protections.

The Bill allows existing laws and regulations, including employment, occupational health and
safety, workers compensation and rehabilitation, planning and taxation laws, to regulate the sex
industry in the NT"
b) Whether the Assembly should amend the Bill;

We recommend minor amendments to the Bill to ensure that it meets the standards for the full
decriminalisation of sex work. This will eneble the maximum degree of health and safety
protections afforded to the greatest number of sex workers in the NT, including workers who are
most at risk of disadvantage, discr"imination ancj institutionalised prejudice.
Non-compliant adveftising (sl

5(1

))

Any regulations accompanying this Bill must be consistent with the intentions of the Bill. ln the
1990's, Victoria adopted sex work advertising regulations, now part of the Sex Wark Regulations
2016 (Vic). These regulations restrict the types of photographs used, the size of images as well as
the wording thereof. ln Victoria, these onerous and clearly industry-targeted restrictions have failed
to ensure the safety of sex workers, nor have they improved the occupational l'realth and safety of
sex workers, clients or the public.
SWLRV recommends that any regulations in the NT allow standard advertising restrictions to
apply to sex workers' advertisements, This means there should be no additional regulations, such
AS:

.
.
.
o
.
.

restricting photographs in newspapers to only show head and face;
restricting descriptions of the sex worker, others or a sex service business based on
physical appearance, age, race, colour or ethnic origin;
restricting descriptions of others;
restricting descriptions of physical attributes of the sex worker;
requiring particular wording relating to the word 'massage' or restricting the use of the
words 'massage', *masseuse' or similar words;
restricting the size (such as centimetre height or width) of print advertisements;

The restrictions listed above are arbitrary and prevent sex workers frorn advertising in similar ways
to other self-employed people or businesses. For reasons of privacy, sex workers often elect not
to include head shots in their advertising, and therefore should be able to describe themselves and
their services in said advertising. ln 2016, Victoria lifted regulations restricting descriptions of race,
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colour or ethnic origin of sex workers in advertising. These new regulations can be found in
regulation 11(6)(alof the SexWorkRegulations20l6 (Vic). lnourextensiveconsultationswith
sex workers and other sex industry stakeholders, we have not received any complaints or have
become aware of any problems associated with the provision allowing Victorian sex workers to
describe their race, colour or ethnic origins in their advertising.

Victoria's regulations arbitrarily restrict the size of images used in advertising, the use of the word
'massage', as well as descriptions of services provided by sex workers. These regulations apply to
both print and online advertising. Arbitrary regulations, whether imposed on print, online
advertising or both, do nothing to reduce violence against sex workers or anyone else in the sex
industry.
There is a tendency for sex industry advertising legislators to rely on 'moral' or irrational fears
about the sex industry and its impacts on wider society as rationales for the creation of restrictive
regulations. When drafting regulation, we call on the Committee and the NT government to listen
to the voices of sex workers ftom two key sex worker peer only organisations; Scarlet Alliance and
NT SWOP.
Victoria's experience with attempting to regulate sex industry advertising with onerous and
restrictive criminal laws is instructive. Section 17 of the Sex Work Act 1994 (Vic) covers
advertising controls by sex work service providers. Low levels of compliance have been
accompanied by low levels of enforcement. At any given time there are hundreds, perhaps
thousands, of online sex work advertisements, obviously publicly available, many of which are
non-complaint with section 17 af the Sex Work Act 1994 (Vic). Over a fourteen-year period (2005 2018), there were only 45 recorded offences, representing less than four offences per annum on
average (CSA,2019).
Non-compliant advertising (sl5(2)) of the Bill
t

Under this section of the Bill, it is an offence to advertise offering employment to sex workers.
Given the intention to decriminalise sex work, sex workers and sex industry businesses should be
able to advertise for sex working staff in a transparent manner. Sex worker safety is best protected
when businesses and individuals can advertise for sex working staff in a transparent manner so
that both ernployer and employee/contractor are rnade aware of the nature of the job being
advertised. ln contrast, regulations that encourage oblique advertising for sex workers can only
confound applicants as to the true nature of the work involved, thereby potentially leading to
circumstantial entrance to the industry.
In 2003, New Zealand mostly decriminalised sex work and permitted advertising to hire sex
workers. A review of New Zealand's Prostitutian Control Ad 2aA3 found that decriminalisation
including the lifting of aforementioned advertising restrictions - did NOT result in an increase in the
size of New Zealand's sex industry (Prostitution Law Review Committee, 2008).

-

Recommendation
SWLRV therefore recommends ss 15t2\

- 15t4\ of the Bill be removed"

Part 4 Suitability Certificates
Jurisdictions that have imposed Suitability Certificates or similar licensing requirements include
New Zealand and Victoria. The focus on legislating Suitability Certificates must be on protecting
the health and safety of sex workers in brothels or escort agencies. ln practice, a 'light touch'
certificate system such as that which exists in New Zealand, is preferable to the 'heavy handed'
licensing system found in Victoria.
Sex
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As a result of overly restrictive licensing requirements large portions of the sex industry in Victoria
are driven underground. A'light touch' certificate system is preferable to encourage compliance
with the law. Once again, Victoria offers an excellent case study of what not to do when it comes
to legislating a certificate/licensing system. lf implemented in the NT, a Suitability Certificate
system must:

1.

not be focussed on revenue raising as a resu/f of excessiye prescnbed fees

Victoria's Business Licensing Authority imposes excessively high licensing fees on sex
industry business managers and owners. Such fees can exceed $10,000. Excessive fees
create a significant banier to entry into the market for new businesses, drive the majority of
sex industry businesses underground, and over the last seven years have resulted in a
decrease (from 100 to 88) in the number of legal brothels in Victoria.
2.

provide for an efficient administrative structure so that certificate processing times are kept
low
It can take 9 -12 months for a sex industry license to be approved in Victoria. This provides
yet another barrier to entry for new businesses and contributes to high levels of noncompliance (illegal brothels)-

3.

only refuse Suitability Certificates in limited circumstances, such as when
been found guilty or has been convicted of a serious crime

4.

only apply to those individuals who manage or employ other sex workers.

a person

has

Sex worker safety is most threatened when those managing or employing sex workers
engage in dishonest or exploitative conduct. lt is relatively common for sex workers across
Australia to work cooperatively in groups of two or more in a scenario where none of the
sex workers involved employ or manage the others"
New Zealand's legislation recognises this mode of cooperative work and thus restricts its
certificate system to sex industry managers and owners. New Zealand permits up to four
individual sex workers to work collectively (see definition of 'small owner-operated brothel'
and 'Definition of operator' in New Zealand's Prostitution Reform Act 2AA$.
5.

be enforced/administered by authorities other than the police
The full decriminalisation of sex work focuses police resources and attention on serious
general crimes rather than administering/overseeing a 'light touch' certificate system.
Providing police with any role in overseeing a licensing system has been demonstrated (in
Queensland and Victoria) to inhibit positive relations between police and the sex industry.
Business regulation is best left to authorities specialising in this function.

Recommendation
Given the above, SWLRV recommends amending Part 4 of the Bill to restrict the requirement to
hold a Suitability Certificate to sex industry managers and owners. Self-employed sex workers
who do not manage or employ each other and who work in groups of up to four should not be
required to hold a Suitability Certificate.
We also recommend that NT Police have no role in the administering/overseeing of any certificate
system irnplemented.
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Anti-Discrimination Laws in the Northern Territory
One aspect of the full decriminalisation of sex work is legislating anti-discrimination protections for
sex workers. Once again, NT SWOP and Scarlet Alliance have done excellent work in providing
recomrnended amendments to the Northern Territary Anti-Discrimination Act as part of their
submissions to the 2A17 Northern Territory Government Discussion Paper - Modernisation of the
Anti-Discrimination Act. Amongst other things, NT SWOP's submission recommended inserting:

r
r

.

SeX WOrker;
SeX work and

profession, occupation, trade or calling

as protected attributes within the Nofthern Territory Anti-Discrimination Act.
South Australia's cunent sex work decriminalisation bill provides discrimination protections to sex
workers. Part 3 of the Sfafufes Amendment (Decriminalisation of Sex Work) Bill 2018 (SA) seeks
to amend the Equal apportunity Act 1984 (SA).

The Bill is an ideal opportunity to progress reforms to the Northern Territory Anti-Discrimination Act
to protect sex workers from discrimination. We encourage the Committee to consider this when
discussing amendments to the Bill.

Request of Confidential ity
We wish our submission to be made public. However, we ask that the name of our representative,
, be redacted from the public version of our submission.
. We request
that her signature also be redacted from the public version of our submission. We also request
that heptelephone number be redacted from the pubtic version of our submission. Our
organisation can be contacted by post, email or via our website- Postal, email and website details
are clearly listed on our submission and we are happy for these to be released in the public
version.
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